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Background: Recent optical coherence tomography (OCT) analyses have suggested strut-vessel wall (SV) distance of acute incomplete strut 
apposition (ISA) might predict persistent ISA after 1st-generation drug-eluting stents implantation. The impacts of SV distance and plaque character 
underneath acute ISA on the fate of acute ISA of everolimus-eluting stents (EES) are still unknown.
method: 29 patients treated with 35 EES underwent optical coherence tomography (OCT) immediately after percutaneous coronary intervention 
(PCI). SV distance of acute ISA and plaque character underneath acute ISA (lipid, calcified or fibrous) were evaluated. At 8 months, repeat OCT 
assessment sorted acute ISA into persistent ISA (still incomplete apposition) or resolved ISA (integrated into vessel wall), and calculated cutoff value 
for persistent ISA. Also we evaluated the frequency of intra-stent thrombi by OCT. 
result: A total of 29,168 struts were analyzed post-PCI. 569 showed acute ISA. At 8 month, 139 (24.4%) remained persistent ISA and 430 (75.6%) 
were resolved ISA. The mean SV distance of persistent ISA on post-PCI OCT was significantly longer than that of resolved ISA (600 ± 294 μm vs. 231 
± 95 μm; p<0.0001). Based on receiver operating characteristic curve analysis, the best cutoff value of SV distance for predicting persistent ISA 
was 390 μm (sensitivity; 93.5%, specificity; 69.8%, AUC=0.878). Lipid plaque was mostly observed (lipid: 340[59.8%], calcified: 22[3.9%], fibrous: 
207[36.3%]). Among 446 acute ISA with SV distance ≤ 390μm, acute ISA over lipid or calcified plaque remained persistent ISA more frequently than 
those over fibrous plaque (lipid: 232 acute ISA→31 persistent ISA [13.4%], calcified: 22→4 [18.2%], fibrous: 192→8 [4.2%]; p=0.001 for lipid 
vs. fibrous and p=0.02 for calcified vs. fibrous, respectively). At 8 months, the frequency of intra-stent thrombi with persistent ISA was higher than 
without (3/10 stents [30%] and 0/25 stent [0%]; p=0.02).
conclusions: Lipid and calcified plaque, as well as long SV distance, can have a potential impact on the persistence of ISA of EES. Moreover, 
Persistent ISA was significantly associated with the presence of OCT-detected thrombi at follow-up.
